
 INSPIRED  
ACCOMMODATIONS  

IN THE  
GOTHIC QUARTER



Not just in Barcelona’s famed Gothic Quarter,  
but of it, Kimpton Vividora Hotel effortlessly fuses a sense 
of contemporary luxury with the dynamic culture and 
artistic spirit of the neighbourhood. At once a relaxing 
escape and vibrant hub for locals and travellers alike, 
our boutique hotel is a home away from home for those 
seeking to experience Barcelona as an insider. Each  
of our 156 rooms and suites guest rooms are thoughtfully 
designed and efficiently planned. Standout amenities 
include a rooftop pool and terrace with sweeping views  
of the city centre, a slate of in-house creative 
programming featuring local artists and musicians,  
and three distinct culinary spaces serving up authentic 
fare. Design details draw on the natural components 
of the old city—stone, water, and greenery—to bring 
the Barri Gòtic to life inside the hotel, and the common 
spaces and guest rooms evoke the stylish intimacy  
of an upscale Barcelona residence. The interplay of these 
elements makes for an enticing atmosphere and  
an unforgettable stay in the heart of the city.

Whatever adventures you discover in Barcelona, you’ll 
return to a hotel that plays its dual role impeccably— 
that of a sophisticated urban retreat as well as  
a local mainstay creatively engaged with its vibrant 
surrounding community.

· 10 Signature Designed Suites

· Roof Top Pool

· 3 locally inspired outlets: Café Got, Terraza de Vivi  
   and Fauna

· Hosted Evening Wine Hour

· Complimentary High-Speed Wi Fi

· Luxurious Robes and Bespoke Luxury Bath Products

· 24-hour In-room Dining

· Mini Bar with Gourmet Local Treats

· Complimentary Bicycles Available

· Complimentary Yoga Mats Available

· “Forgot It, We’ve Got It” Toiletries

HOTEL 
AMENITIES

At Kimpton Vividora, we’ve eschewed dedicated  
event venues in favour of possibilities provided  
by the beautiful dining and lounge spaces beloved  
by our guests and neighbours. Whether you are hosting  
a corporate retreat, a birthday celebration or even  
a wedding, you’ll find our venue offerings set the scene 
for unforgettable gatherings.

MEETINGS  
AND EVENTS

Large glass windows draw guests and locals inside 
Cafè Got, sitting pretty on the ground floor of Kimpton 
Vividora Hotel. By day, the space is a bustling café, where 
you can pop in for a delicious cafè amb llet, Catalan 
cheeses and charcuterie. Cafè Got comes into its own as 
day transitions into night and conversations unfold over 
natural wines, artisanal vermouth and clever cocktails.

CAFÉ GOT

If you think a refreshing cocktail is best paired with 
tempting small plates and expansive views of the old 
city, then you’ll want to take the elevator up to Terraza 
de Vivi, our rooftop bar and terrace. Anchored by a sleek, 
design-forward bar, this airy outdoor space is accented 
with chic lighting pieces and shading elements as well as 
abundant local flora. Grab a table, a booth or simply sidle 
up to the bar and observe the scene around you while 
you sip, snack and socialize.

TERRAZA DE VIVI

Perched one floor above the lively streets of the Gothic 
quarter, Restaurant Fauna calls to mind the warmth 
and relaxed elegance of a classic Barcelonian bourgeois 
family home. Natural light pours into the restaurant 
by day, showcasing the handsome Spanish tilework 
and soft-hued furnishings, while the pleasant glow of 
mood lighting illuminates the open spaces and intimate 
corners by night. The Mediterranean menu champions 
local ingredients, and includes a selection of dishes  
that are both comforting and exciting.

RESTAURANT FAUNA

Kimpton Vividora Hotel
Carrer del Duc, 15, 08002 

Barcelona, Spain

kimptonvividorahotel.com
sales@kimptonvividorahotel.com

#kimptonvividora

Reservations
+34 935 484 611

reservations@kimptonvividorahotel.com

Venue  
Capacity Chart

Cafè Got - - - - - 50 32 80

Fauna Private 1 12 9 20 12 14 20 24 26
Fauna Private 2 9 9 20 12 14 20 22 26
Terraza de Vivi - - - - - 75 75 195

Fauna - - - - - - 74 135

Theatre Classroom Bqt
Round

Cabaret Board
Table

Cocktail Dinner Square meters
(m2)


